
  

 

 
 

Managers’ Report to CBY Manager      
 

July 14, 2015 

 

 After the outage we experienced in early June, we received some type of power 

surge or short circuit and the plant 480 service was tripped. Two of the VFD’s for 

the fan controls were shorted out and had to be replaced. Two 50 amp T fuses 

were blown out on the distribution line also. This caused the engine to overheat 

and shutdown. When the operator and linemen responded there was coolant all 

over the floor of the plant and no reason why was apparent. They did a great job 

troubleshooting and had power restored quickly. 

 The techs from Alaska Energy Authority came through and worked out several 

issues that we have been having with the plant.  

 They repaired the engine monitoring screen on unit #1.  

 Repaired the bypass on the day tank filtering system. 

 Replaced the two VFD’s for the cooling system. 

 Removed a component of the switchgear computer to re program and relicense. 

 Also there was extensive work done on the heat recovery system at the School. 

The VEEP grant administrator was in for the final inspection and checked with us 

to make sure the system was working properly. With the new improvements we 

could not get the maximum flow that the engineers wanted. The AEA techs are 

looking into the issue to see what the solutions are. 

 We have also received a quote from EPS on the SCADA and auto dialer solution 

for our system. (attached) 

 We have started using our new lube oil and will see how it performs with our 

sampling schedule. 

 I have requested a quote for more of this oil to see where the price is right now. 

(attached) 

 

Engine Status:  

 In early June NC machinery techs were in trouble shooting electrical issues with 

our 3512B unit #1. They determined that the wiring harness has failed and it 

needs to be replaced, most of the alarms that have been recorded for this unit are 

coming from the faulty harness.  



  

 

 In early July NC machinery came in and replaced the wiring harness on unit #1. 

The unit is back online and running but still needs to be reworked. The oil temp 

and intercooler temp monitors are not functioning properly. NC will have 

someone here this week to repair it. 

 Since the new piston design has been installed in unit #1 it has been performing 

well. We just lost a month of runtime due to the bad harness, and put more 

unneeded time on unit #3.  

 Also while the tech was here he went through unit #3 and did a valve lash, and 

looked it over for any foreseeable issues before the end of the season and top end 

overhaul. 

 

Line Work:  

 New line extension the west addition has been installed and waiting for the 

construction to be completed so it can be energized.   

  Set up for pulling new low voltage line into the boat harbor service 

  Outage repairs 

 Transformer clearing  

 Meter reading, disconnects and new customer work is always busy at this time of 

the year. We have several customers calling about new services for this season. 

   

Training:  

 

 Monthly safety briefs with ARECA and AML are used when possible and we are 

working on online certificates. I have presented a quote for Red Vector online 

training program to the CBY Manager. This is the first step in setting up the 

system. I think that it can be utilized by all of the employees of CBY for different 

training platforms, everything from Excel to Firefighting. As soon as the Power 

Plant employees are set up and functioning we can look into adding to the 

roster.(see attached) 

 The new plan for the Power Company training is being developed for the online 

format with Alaska Power Association, APA, (ARECA Training Council, ATC). 

The program is supplied by Red Vector. On April 29
th

 the ATC had a meeting and 

determined they want to integrate this program into some type of course that they 

will attach a certification to.  The staff at APA is working with the vendor and 

some higher education schools to form a certification process. 

  

Temp. Hires: Our relief operators are doing a great job covering for time off.      

  
 

Scott E. Newlun 

General Manager, Yakutat Power 

 

 


